
Computerized Compliance Support Program (CCSP)

The Computerized Compliance Support Program (CCSP) was developed by FGL’s in-house
computer programming staff. The current generation of this extensive program addresses recent
compliance issues which were conveyed to us by many of our waste water and drinking water
clients. CCSP takes into account all of the factors that pertain to regulatory compliance for public
or private wastewater treatment plants and drinking water systems. 

1. Review of discharge permits or regulatory requirements

We begin with a review of our clients discharge permits or regulatory requirements. FGL staff
has extensive experience in reviewing these documents. In addition, we have built up
relationships with city inspectors and state officials that allows us (with our clients permission) to
communicate with them when compliance regulations are unclear.

2. Requirements Uploading 

Once our staff have clarified all aspects of the regulatory requirements, these are uploaded into
our computer system.

Once uploaded, we can print out the following documents for our clients:

a) Preprinted chains of custody for each sampling event. These documents contain:
 i. all of our client's information: facility name, address, primary and secondary
contacts, telephone numbers and email addresses. 
ii. the analyses required for that sampling event.
iii. if there are multiple locations and the client wishes to have them separated, the
program can cater to this by identifying specific location IDs or we can establish
separate accounts. 
iv. if the requirements demand frequency of sampling, the system will "stack" the
chains of custody to reflect the analyses required for the next event. This could
include weekly in addition to monthly or monthly in addition to quarterly. This
facet of the program makes for efficiency in sampling when multiple events come
together. 

b) The system will also generate a bottle order/supplies for each sampling event. (Each      
    event as explained above can include multiple regulatory events which coincide, i.e.      
    monthlies with weeklies or quarterlies with monthlies).



2. Requirements Uploading........ Contd.
     

c) CCSP will also generate preprinted labels for the individual sampling events. The          
                information on the label is complete with the analyses and preservatives required for      
                that container.

3. Sampling Supplies 

Prior to the sampling event, a “sampling event kit” is prepared at the laboratory. This includes all
the documentation (pr-eprinted  chains of custody, pre-printed labels, sample event summaries),
containers and sample supplies. The kit is placed in an appropriately sized cooler, with blue ice
to facilitate sample return. This applies in situations where the client takes a sample or when the
client requests our laboratory to collect the samples directly from the sampling locations. In the
case where the client is collecting their own samples, sampling kits will be delivered to the site in
a timely manner.

4.  Minimum Paperwork in the Field

Once the samples are collected, the only paperwork required is the time and date of sampling and
the initials of the sampling technician.

5. Samples Arrive at the Laboratory

When the samples arrive at the laboratory, the client’s sampling event is activated in CCSP for
log-in purposes. The “status of samples” program is also activated, so that they can be monitored
by individual project managers.

6.  Data Release

When samples clear the quality assurance module of the analysis cycle, they automatically
upload into the reporting program for approval by the laboratory director or a designated chemist.

7. Limit Violation Triggers

In certain instances, some of our clients (primarily wastewater clients) require limit violation
triggers. This occurs when an operator has concerns regarding one or more pollutants or
constituents which may be closely monitored by their regulator. When analysis result levels
trigger, the project manager assigned to the account will notify the client immediately.  The client
will then propose the necessary actions of re-analysis or re-sampling, if allowed by the permit.



8.   Web Reporting

Once analysis results are approved, they are uploaded to the client’s account on our website.
Simultaneously, the client is notified via email that analysis results are now available for review
or downloading.

9.  Reporting

FGL can accommodate most electronic formats and ID protocols requirements. Electronic data
summaries will be e-mailed and the original reports will be mailed within fourteen days of
receipt of the samples at the laboratory.

10. Data downloading from web site

FGL Environmental clients can now download their analysis results directly from our  website
<www.fglinc.com>,  giving them 24 hour /7 day access to their data.  (To view a real example of
downloaded data, please click on “Web Customers” on the top of our home page. Log in using
“demo”, “demo” for user name and password. Then go to “Account Services” and “Status”).
  

11. Status Desk

Alternatively our clients can utilize FGL’s status desk. Simply dial a special number (805) 392
2027.  Dawn Bavero, our Sample Status Manager, can usually give you the status of samples
received at the laboratory after eight (8) days.
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